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I knew that I couldn’t leave them where they were. I couldn’t leave them where I found them. So, I should reconstruct and build a new context for them so that they could take on a new life, a new imagery, a new meaning, something that would question their historical paths and at the same time propel them forward to the future.

—Carrie Mae Weems, on seeing the Zealy daguerreotypes for the first time

Discovery

Anthropologists thrive on narratives of discovery. Traditionally, we have gone to the ends of the earth to find people whose lives we can discover, explore, and reveal. And yet increasingly we find ourselves looking closer to home. Sometimes this is deliberate, and in other cases it is accidental. The history of the Zealy daguerreotypes at the Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology is rife with such stories.

One tale begins in 1846, when the Swiss-born zoologist Louis Agassiz had his first glimpse of African Americans in the United States. The scientist described his shock in a letter to his mother in Switzerland: “The feeling that they inspired in me is contrary to all our ideas about the confraternity of the human type [genre] and the unique origin of our species. . . . [I]t is impossible for me to repress the feeling that they are not of the same blood as us.”

Subsequently instated as a professor of zoology and geology at the newly founded Lawrence School of Science at Harvard University, Agassiz was in great demand as a public speaker and widely considered an authority on all matters scientific, including those beyond his initial training.² Four years later, after lecturing at the American Association for the Advancement of Science meeting in Charleston, South Carolina, he was invited to visit Columbia by Robert W. Gibbes, a doctor who administered medical care at
local plantations. Gibbes took Agassiz to Richland County plantations and businesses, where they selected Africans and African Americans to compare: Renty, whom Agassiz identified as being from Congo, and his American-born daughter Delia; Jem, a Gullah; Jack, from Guinea, and his American-born daughter Drana; Fassena, a Mandingo, and Alfred, a Foulah. After Agassiz returned to his office in Cambridge, Massachusetts, Gibbes arranged to have studio photographs taken of these seven enslaved people and sent some fifteen daguerreotypes to Agassiz. The zoologist hoped the images would prove the theory of original diversity, later called “polygenesis,” and that the slaves were of a different species that was inferior to his own. According to newspapers, Agassiz brought the daguerreotypes to a meeting of the Cambridge Scientific Club in autumn 1850, but the lack of records about what happened next suggests that they were probably not well received. Agassiz never published the images, and they seemed to disappear.

In 1976, Peabody Museum staff were rummaging through storage for back issues of museum publications in a remote attic near the front of the museum (fig. 13.1). Chancing upon a wooden cabinet tucked under the eaves, they opened a drawer. There, they saw a number of small flat cases neatly laid out. As they carefully unlatched and raised the lids, they immediately realized they had found something unusual. While one researcher ran downstairs to tell their colleagues, the other stayed behind to guard the daguerreotypes. It was “mind boggling,” said then publications assistant Lorna Condon. There was great excitement as the staff speculated: “How did they get there? And who were these people?”

The people they saw were identified by name—Alfred, Delia, Drana, Fassena, Jack, Jem, and Renty—on handwritten paper labels. Although nothing linked the daguerreotypes directly to Louis Agassiz, museum paperwork indicated that they had been moved to the Peabody Museum in 1935 from Harvard’s Museum of Comparative Zoology (MCZ), which Agassiz had founded in the 1850s. The images had been given museum accession numbers, and the collector was tentatively listed as Alexander Agassiz, Louis’s son and his successor as director of the MCZ.

Under the supervision of Elinor Reichlin, the Peabody’s registrar, the staff looked for more clues. The red velvet lining of the cases’ interiors bore the floral stamp of “J. T. Zealy, Columbia, S.C.,” the images’ photographer. In addition, there were small paper labels attached to the cases that gave the subjects’ names, their supposed ethnicities, and some of their occupations. Once these led to Alexander’s father, Louis, and to their supposed scientific purpose, it was clear to Reichlin and the museum staff that the significance of these images would not and could not be what the original producers had intended.
The discovery was announced in June 1977, in newspapers around the country, including the *New York Times* and the *Boston Globe*; in the Associated Press news service; and in an *American Heritage* article penned by Reichlin. Peabody Museum director Stephen Williams claimed in one article that these were the earliest images of American slaves born in Africa.

As twentieth- and twenty-first-century scholars, including the authors in this volume, began to discover these daguerreotypes for themselves, they used them in scholarly writings, newspapers, magazines, websites, and documentaries as illustrations in examinations of race, slavery, photography, vision, gender, power, the body, and anthropology. Artists, too, from around the world, such as Carrie Mae Weems, Shawn Naphtali Sobers, Heidi Fancher, and Sasha Huber, repurposed the daguerreotypes to construct visual narratives, giving the images a wider viewership and expanding the dialogues about them. This essay explores this chapter in the history of the Peabody Museum’s collection of Zealy daguerreotypes: how the images have been reproduced and altered by artists who essentially seized control of them from Agassiz, using the scientist’s chosen means of domination and communication—photography.
Life in the Museum

Housed in a museum of anthropology, the daguerreotypes, rather than serving as scientific proof for polygenesis, now testify to the problematic and colonialist roots of the discipline. They have gone from being evidence for one of the four traditional fields of anthropology—biological or physical—to eliciting the concern of cultural and visual anthropologists.

Although the individual people were chosen by Agassiz and Gibbes as putatively visual examples of various ethnicities—Foulah, Guinea, Gullah, and Mandingo—they were literally stripped of their culture for the taking of the daguerreotypes. Zealy photographed them entirely removed from any context, against a dark backdrop in his studio in Columbia. The absence of clothing and identifiable surroundings in the daguerreotypes communicates nothing about the subjects’ ethnic origins and reveals even less about their daily lives in slavery. The images do, however, touch on the institution of slavery itself—the practice of examining and degrading bodies on auction blocks—and they reveal the capacity and strength of these particular individuals to endure the appalling indignity of sitting and standing partially or completely naked in a photography studio.

It is not just their content that gives these daguerreotypes a unique position in an anthropological museum. The visual anthropologist Elizabeth Edwards has pointed to the “uncertain status of photographs in museums. Are they objects? Documents? Artistic statements? Or mere bits of information?” Responding to her own questions, she adds: “Of course they are all these things, and it is this indeterminate status intersecting with the recordability and reproducibility of the photograph that frames this slippage of categories and allows photographs to be that ‘highly flexible platform’ for interpretations.”

Packed securely in cases, compact enough to fit in a hand or a pocket, the Zealy daguerreotypes are three-dimensional objects, the most material of photographs. Daguerreotypes are one-of-a-kind photographs produced as positive images without negatives. Before they left South Carolina, the daguerreotypes in the Peabody’s collection were firmly secured under layers of mats, glass, and preservers within velvet-lined, carved wooden cases outfitted with tiny latches to keep them closed. The daguerreotypes of Renty, Jem, Delia, Drana, Jack, Fassena, and Alfred are quarter plates, measuring three and a half by four and a half inches. Yet, of the Peabody’s enormous number of delicate museum objects requiring careful handling, these are among the most fragile. They are especially sensitive to light, as well as to gases and chemicals in the environment. Thus, their materiality is rarely experienced. They are kept in a cool storage room and brought out only twice a year for academic classes and researcher viewings. They are regularly monitored for stability. Only a few have been included in three exhibitions to this day, and conservators have
advised limiting their future exhibition to three-month periods at least three years apart.\textsuperscript{16}

Because they do not have negatives, daguerreotypes must be reproduced by rephotography and/or scanning. When the daguerreotypes were first discovered at the Peabody Museum in 1976, the institution’s staff photographer, Hillel S. Burger, went to tremendous effort to rephotograph them. Although the Peabody Museum already had a photographic studio, Burger converted an unused storeroom into another makeshift studio because he needed an especially low, white ceiling off of which to bounce a single light onto the daguerreotypes without creating any reflection on their shiny, mirrorlike surfaces. Using a 3-by-5 view camera with a flat field lens, he removed both the lens and the back of the camera, which held the film. Peering through the camera’s tubelike body, he adjusted the light onto the opened daguerreotypes. He reassembled the camera, adjusted the fine focus, and produced a negative for each image. (Burger did not photograph the cases at the time.)\textsuperscript{17}

Between 2007 and 2009, the Weissman Preservation Center at Harvard University Library undertook the extensive conservation of the daguerreotypes.\textsuperscript{18} As they worked, the Weissman conservators took numerous digital photographs, including new versions of the daguerreotype portraits, as well as shots of both sides of the open cases, the cases themselves, and the portraits with and without their mats. The removal of the mats revealed new visual information, especially in the foregrounds of the images, such as hand and arm placement and folds of clothing. Because of the high-resolution digitization, new details are visible: we can now see that there are flowers on Delia’s dress. Because of the blurriness of Jem’s right leg in his side-view portrait, we can gather that he moved slightly, likely because he was uncomfortable standing for the long exposure period. We can also discern evidence of possible violence, rituals, or medical conditions—such as abrasions on the front of Jem’s shins and what appear to be indented ritual scarification on Jack’s cheeks and raised scars of an indeterminate origin on his back.

Reproduction

In addition to extraordinary care for their physical condition, the daguerreotypes have required special curatorial attention. Both Elinor Reichlin and Stephen Williams had voiced concern about their content from the outset. Reichlin admitted: “The circumstances under which the photos were made were degrading. I don’t feel quite comfortable about them.” She wondered: “If these were my ancestors, would I want them to be seen this way?”\textsuperscript{19} Williams conferred with African American associates before deciding to release the images to the public. He then restricted these to
“views from the waist up” of Renty, Jack, and Fassena. The photographs of the women were not circulated, he said, “for obvious reasons.” Into the twenty-first century, staff debated how the museum could best ethically shepherd the publication of the daguerreotypes. Although Brian Wallis was allowed to incorporate all fifteen daguerreotypes into a 1995 article, “Black Bodies, White Science: Louis Agassiz’s Slave Daguerreotypes,” the Peabody Museum generally withheld permission to publish the daguerreotypes of Delia, Drana, Jem, and Alfred, citing their nudity and the coercive nature of the photography—an ironic concern given the nature of slavery itself and the colonial conditions under which many other images in the institution’s collections were taken. Recognizing this, in 2009, the museum adapted its policies to permit scholarly publication of all of its daguerreotypes.

The Peabody Museum now receives an average of fifteen requests a year to reproduce the daguerreotypes taken by Zealy. Researchers can request any of the Peabody Museum’s versions, and, indeed, some scholars are beginning to reproduce the portraits both with and without the case. The stewardship of the daguerreotypes highlights some of the fundamental changes in the concerns of anthropologists over the years, with contemporary and past policies in direct confrontation with each other. The American Anthropological Association’s 2012 ethical code prioritizes “obligations to research participants.” This includes “to do no harm,” “to be open and honest regarding your work,” and “to obtain informed consent and necessary permissions.” But how do these concerns apply to photographs taken more than a century before such an ethical code existed? The majority of the nude subjects in the Peabody Museum’s large collection of anthropological images were photographed in their cultural environments, and for the most part, their decision to not wear clothing was their choice based on their own cultural norms.

Another Peabody Museum policy has been to prohibit alteration or cropping of the images it provides for publication. Again, the American Anthropological Association’s 2012 code of ethics dictates: “Anthropologists have an ethical responsibility for ensuring the integrity, preservation, and protection of their work.” There are a number of reasons for this. The museum tracks the use of the objects in its collection by assigning each version of an image a different number. Should a researcher seek a cropped version, the museum would be able to readily find it. Additionally, the museum is committed to protecting, to the best of its ability, the dignity of photographic subjects. While some alterations or appropriations may seem aesthetically pleasing or conceptually important, it is impossible for an anthropological museum to make such subjective judgments, and so it applies a blanket policy. Consider the impact of the images of Delia and Drana if their bare breasts were regularly cropped out of the reproductions of their images. Would that restore some dignity to them? Or would that ignore the fact that they were forced to strip down for a camera? Likewise,
if the nude portraits of Jem and Alfred were not permitted to surface, would these men have borne their indignity in vain? By looking at them as specific individuals, do we forget the millions whose faces are lost to history? Is it fair to force the possible burden of representing these countless others upon them? Is their original condition as slaves perpetuated by their exhibition, or should their images be allowed to circulate in order to encourage productive dialogue about them? The museum’s current reproduction policies and this very book are an attempt at the latter.

Most reproductions of the daguerreotypes have been in scholarly publications that link the images to the history of their production, using them to illustrate discussions of slavery, daguerreotypes, and historic and anthropological photography. The stories of Alfred, Delia, Drana, Fassena, Jack, Jem, and Renty have thus been subsumed under and inextricably bound to the story of Agassiz and, to a lesser extent, that of the photographer, Zealy. But Zealy’s artistry is extraordinary, from his range of black, white, and gray tonalities to his contoured lighting and symmetric compositions. The direct gazes of Renty, Jack, Fassena, Delia, and Drana into the camera lens create a visual connection with viewers, despite the drastic distance of time and space between them. Yet the daguerreotypes have rarely been considered solely for their aesthetic qualities, and it seems almost shameful to admire them as objects of beauty. That may be why an assault on this beauty, an indelible transformation of Zealy’s work, makes visual appropriations of the daguerreotypes especially powerful.

Appropriation

It is because of the daguerreotypes’ complex history and extraordinary visual power that they have inspired numerous important creative visual responses. The strategies employed by Carrie Mae Weems, Shawn Naphtali Sobers, Heidi Fancher, and Sasha Huber (to explore but a few) blend art and scholarship, and logic and emotion, in extraordinarily varied manners. Each, in his or her own way, has sought to transform Agassiz’s original agenda, not only to discredit it, but also to repurpose it and thus symbolically rescue the supposedly distant, isolated subjects of Zealy’s portraiture. More than that, however, these artists call attention to the fact that time, and the exploitation of African Americans, did not stop once these images were taken. While much of the writing about the daguerreotypes focuses on their being the product of Agassiz’s and Zealy’s actions in the 1850s, these visual artists use the daguerreotypes not just as a bridge to the past, but as a channel to explore what has happened between 1850 and today.

In her photo-essay From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried (1995–96), Weems reproduces four of the daguerreotypes. She literally rephotographed the images from prints provided by the Peabody Museum.
She framed and matted her portraits (reshaping the images) and recast them in a new narrative to comment on the scientific, anthropological, and photographic uses of and dialogues about such images and the individuals pictured in them. Weems’s work, which includes some thirty large reprophotographed images in total, was commissioned by the J. Paul Getty Museum (fig. 13.2) to open in tandem with and respond to another Getty Museum exhibition, *Hidden Witness: African Americans in Early Photography* (1995), curated by Weston Naef. In considering the commission, Weems said, “I also had to think about what kind of relationship I could have with an institution that has positioned itself on a hill.” She added at the time, “I want to implode Weston’s show, add a different level of experience and issues of race and gender. Everything will get turned upside-down.”

In order to enter the exhibition *From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried*, Getty Museum visitors had to first pass through *Hidden Witness*, which contained rare photographs of African Americans from the 1840s to the 1860s, a span that includes slavery and emancipation. In keeping with the time period, most of these images were in ornate gilded frames. Each had a label with a straightforward title, technical information, and one to three didactic, descriptive paragraphs. Weems’s exhibition, on the other hand, employed “appropriated images from other historical sources” up through the 1960s. These included photographs from the Getty’s collections, six of which appeared in *Hidden Witness*, as well as four daguerreotypes from the Peabody Museum.

Weems’s exhibition presented a photo-essay, rather than a curated collection of one-off images. While Zealy’s daguerreotypes were created as a set for comparing ethnic features, Weems incorporated four of his images into a sequence of her own. She bookended it with a repurposed portrait by

---

**Figure 13.2.**
Léon Poirier of Nobosodrou, a Mangbetu woman with an elongated head and coiffure. While Nobosodrou—the witness/stand-in for Weems and the audience, who sees and cries—is colorized in blue, the others emerge eerily out of road-sign red, beginning with life-size copies of the images of Delia in profile; her father Renty in a frontal view; and both Jack and Jack’s daughter, Drana, facing forward. They are followed by other historical photographs. As Weems explained, “these beginning images . . . seemed to me to really crystalize and compress in four images the history of African Americans in the history of photography.”

Weems frames them identically and inscribes text directly onto the inside of the glass placed over the images so that they become part of a continuous “narrative.” Rather than functioning as an informative device, the words explode out of the image both physically and through their meaning. For example, when Weems reproduced, colorized, and reframed an image from *Hidden Witness* described as “Portrait of a Father, Daughters, and Nurse. ca. 1850,” she etched: “YOUR RESISTANCE WAS FOUND IN THE FOOD YOU PLACED ON THE MASTER’S TABLE—HA.”

Throughout *From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried*, Weems’s tenor is satirical and often angry. She employs direct address, beginning with “you” as “a way of both speaking out of the image [to the viewers] and to the subject of the image.” Her text is rife with wordplay. And in the scroll on the Zealy daguerreotypes, she blends the direct address with the authoritarian voice of a scientist: “A narrative like ‘You became a scientific profile.’ ‘A negroid type.’ ‘An anthropological debate.’ ‘A photographic subject.’”

In this way, Weems calls attention to the conditions under which the images were taken and exposes the irony of anthropological terminology. The “scientific profile” of Delia is literally a profile portrait, created as scientific evidence but falling short as such. Renty himself, as well as his representation, was among countless others who were regarded in early anthropology as a particular (in this case “negroid”) type. Jack and the others in the Zealy daguerreotypes were metaphorically at the crux of an anthropological debate between Agassiz and the Darwinists. And Drana, her condition as an enslaved person, and the daguerreotype of her are certainly “photographic subjects” (fig. 13.3).

Weems’s framing deliberately calls attention to the fact that she employs appropriated images. The edges of the original frames around the pictures of Drana and Renty are visible. Weems explains, “I . . . added text on glass in order to distance the original photograph and make clear that this was something taken from something else, [that] this was lifted. The uniformity of the mats as well as the repetition of words and their placement carry the narrative along, creating visual and textual rhythms, as Weems says, “that allow(s) for the image to be amplified.” The new mats change the shape and content of the images themselves.
Each portrait is circled in the middle of the frame, as if contained in a photographic lens. Each repeated circle focuses and refocuses the viewers’ attention, from one targetlike image to the next. The roundness of the matting left Weems with few options for fitting the almost-square daguerreotype within its confines. In some cases, the circle cuts off most of the folds of the sitter’s pulled-down clothing; the bar of a chair or support to the left side of Delia in the portrait is not visible, nor are Drana’s forearms, which point toward each other over her lap without quite touching. Weems zooms in on Jack so that the edges of Zealy’s mat, the top of Jack’s pants, and the top of Jack’s head are covered by her mat. Yet she also frames out their forearms, which on Jack and Renty are especially muscular, making them seem even more disembodied than they originally did when encased in Zealy’s frames.

This disembodiment is especially apparent when viewing the quartet in person, rather than in reproduction in print or online. Because of the shiny glass Weems used for the work, the viewer is reflected onto the life-size image in front of them. At a certain distance, the viewer’s body seems to emerge under the waists of the former daguerreotype subjects, creating a macabre mismatch of body parts: Renty’s, Jack’s, and Drana’s torsos on top of the viewer’s waist and legs.43 Try as they might to avoid this, observers...
become part of the picture and are thus implicated in Weems’s narratives. What makes this especially significant is that when looking at the original daguerreotypes in person, viewers must struggle to angle themselves to avoid seeing their own reflection in the daguerreotypes’ mirrorlike surfaces.\textsuperscript{43} And in an ironic twist, as Robin Bernstein remarks in this volume (chap. 14), the lighter a viewer’s skin, the harder it is to avoid a reflection, and the more difficult it is to see the actual subjects of the daguerreotypes.\textsuperscript{44}

Weems is celebrated for her creative color tinting of black-and-white originals, and in \textit{From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried}, she employs a shade described by Holland Cotter in the \textit{New York Times} as “blood red.”\textsuperscript{45} The red also evokes the irony of the crimson velvet linings of Zealy’s original cases, which function as plush cushions to balance and protect the glass of the daguerreotypes. Less well known are Weems’s earlier constructions of three watery blue triptychs of Delia, Drana, and Jack in the \textit{Sea Islands Series} (1991–92). In this series, their profiles are in bluish circles, one facing right and the other artificially reversed so that both are “looking” toward a square black-and-white, frontal image of themselves in the center. And in so doing, Weems “frees these captured icons and she reinvents their purpose by declaring them her images with their inclusion into the framework of the gallery installation as art objects,” wrote William T. Dooley in his introduction to the \textit{Sea Islands Series} catalogue.\textsuperscript{46} Indeed, as Houston A. Baker stated, “in taking up the anthropological depictions of the black presence represented by daguerreotypes of slaves she has begun a careful process of revision,”\textsuperscript{47} a way to reconsider the original daguerreotypes as objects that may empower its subjects, rather than denigrate them.
Thelma Golden has described Weems’s work as “not simply a response but a corrective gesture.” This gesture is a departure from the straightforward, written contextualization of images seen in *Hidden Witness* and in exhibitions in which the original Zealy daguerreotypes have appeared. Instead, Weems’s strategies of colorizing, framing, writing, and organizing release the emotional impact of the original photographs in a way that is not possible through conventional label text alone. Her appropriation is a gesture of kinship, empathy, and redressing. It is, moreover, an expression of anger, not only at the condition of the image subjects themselves, but also at their tragic historical circumstances.

**Identification**

So the disconnect with the generation of my enslaved ancestors is apparent—I feel their pain but I can only imagine, not feel through direct experience as I exist in a different time and space, but the kinship system and bond still exists. Anger I hold on modern day racism will also be part-percentage of anger on behalf of my ancestors such as Jack and Delia, asking—“why is this still happening today, after all my ancestors have had to go through?”

The artist and visual anthropologist Shawn Naphtali Sobers (quoted above) explores the notion of transgenerational trauma evoked by the daguerreotypes by casting himself snapping a naked, mirror “selfie” in the center of *Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome*, a triptych of low-resolution images of Delia and Jack (2014). A bright-red banner declaring “Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome” crosses the images, which appear on his website (fig. 13.4). He also uses this triptych at conferences and in his classes at the University of the West of England, Bristol, where he is associate professor of lens media for the Department of Film and Journalism.

On his website, Sobers anticipates the questions that might be asked of an Afro-Caribbean Englishman: “Why anthropology?” and “By aligning myself with anthropology, am I supping with the devil?” He answers that he is consciously thwarting the long-term convention of “bearded Caucasian men travelling to far off lands full of dark-skinned people” and is instead engaging with the practice in which some contemporary anthropologists—a number of whom “now have brown skin”—look closer to home for their objects of study, sometimes in their own communities, both present and past. In this project, as a visual anthropologist and artist, Sobers occupies himself with archival images of people who, like his direct ancestors, were slaves of African descent.

While Sobers’s single piece *Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome* (part of his *Afrikan Kinship System* series) is materially and aesthetically less complicated than Weems’s projects, it is meant to engage the viewer, as he says, in a kind
Like Weems, he brands the images with verbal wordplay and uses red for visual effect. He attributes the phrase “Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome” (PTSS) to the book of the same name by Joy Angela DeGruy Leary. Despite the frisson of recognition the terms “post traumatic” and “syndrome” may provoke, the addition of the concept of slavery to trauma calls attention to a host of issues: Whose trauma is this? That of the enslaved Jack and Delia? That of Sobers, the artist, a descendant of slaves? That of the viewers of Sobers’s work, some descended from slaves, some descended from slave owners, some from both? The lack of specificity—even the binary suggested by Weems’s use of direct address—leaves this question wide open. Moreover, its generality hints that even if the taking of, existence of, working with, and viewing of the daguerreotypes are traumatic for all, each participant in the succession of events and emotions provoked by the initial daguerreotyping does not and cannot experience the same trauma in the same way.

Sobers has explained that he was interested in “the empathetic links between my generation and my ancestors who were enslaved, and the raw wound that . . . transatlantic slavery still is in the conscious and unconscious mind/lives of the African diaspora and related discourse.” This suggests traumas that extend over centuries, both immediate and historical or “post traumatic.” According to DeGruy Leary, “These cycles of oppression leave scars on the victims and victors alike, scars that embed themselves in our collective psyches and are passed down through generations.” Yet Sobers acknowledges certain pitfalls, saying, “I do not want to be bound by that impact nor want to explain/excuse any behaviour away simply as PTSS and deny the responsibility of human agency and individual life choices.” By articulating and understanding “PTSS,” Sobers posits that it becomes possible to transcend it.
Sobers has not seen the original daguerreotypes nor does he feel they are essential for his project. Rather than rephotograph them as Weems did, he pulled his images off the internet. While one of the more powerful aspects of seeing the actual daguerreotypes is the recognition that these precise objects were in the same room as their subjects, more than 150 years earlier, this is not important to Sobers. He explains that, “Even as historical artifacts, it is Zealy’s and Agassiz’s fingertips that would have touched the photographic surface, not Delia’s or Jack’s, so they would not hold that potency for me. It’s all about the indexical, and the images off the Internet serve that purpose clearly.”

Sobers notes that the “strength of the indexical nature of these images is also why . . . they have not managed to shake their literal history.” He continues,

The power dynamics of the Zealy/Agassiz agenda notwithstanding, the resulting portraits, when viewed with a post-structuralist, pan-African and sympathetic eye, still do show Jack, Delia and the others photographed as nothing other than human beings. For me that is the irony of these images. They were captured (used this word deliberately!) in the context of oppressions, but through that they have presented a humanity. For me that is the power of the indexical with these images, and also the unexpected power of photography, divorced from the actual agenda of the photographers themselves.

Sobers’s analysis raises the question of what that indexical power might be. Indexical implies a reference to something a viewer would know. Are these images as recognizably about slaves and exploitation as a nineteenth-century photograph of a black woman with a white child would be? If a viewer does not know the daguerreotypes’ literal history, a text is essential to understand it. Because Sobers uses the word slave and the bookending photographs look old, one can assume those images are of slaves. The presence of the selfie, because it is taken in a mirror, indicates that the person in the center is deliberately linking the past to the present and is probably the artist. Complicating or enhancing the indexical power of Sobers’s images is that he presents this work not in a museum, as a one-off piece of art, but at conferences, where he can explain it and answer questions about it.

Just as Weems’s From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried is a comment about photography as much as it is in itself photographic, Sobers’s work is reflexive about his photographic practice. He reveals the golden edge of the mirror to show that he is photographing a reflection of himself. (This is also perhaps an unconscious reference to the gilded edges of the daguerreotype frames, which he omits in his work by choosing to include the daguerreotypes rephotographed during their conservation, before their mats and cases were replaced.) Sobers describes his casting of himself in the piece as consistent with his own documentary film practice and is
similarly guided by the principle that one should not ask others to do something one would not do oneself. Therefore, aligning an image of himself, as both a photographer and a subject, naked, between Jack and Delia was a “gesture” of kinship, “though without trying to hide certain differences in how these portraits were constructed and the related power dynamics.” He explains: “I am in control of my own representation. I’m naked but not vulnerable. The camera phone is clearly visible in my hand, showing the power relations of the making of the image is very different to the conditions Jack and Delia would have experienced.”

He is in present-day color, and they surround him in the black-and-white of the past. They are posing stiffly, while he is clearly performing the action of photography. Sobers’s choice of Jack and Delia (rather than Renty and Delia, who were father and daughter) was based purely on aesthetics: their composition within the frame and head positions are relatively similar. Sobers’s selection and re-cropping of the portraits without their frames seem to have been meant to liberate them from Zealy’s and Agassiz’s confines. His placement of the text is significant, as well. The word slave is over the artist’s picture of himself, and the text crosses Jack’s chest and Sobers’s phone camera and covers Delia’s naked breasts. This placement was a deliberate attempt to diminish Delia’s objectification, because, as he says, “I did not want to be complicit in furthering Delia’s exploitation.”

Embodiment

The photographer Heidi Fancher, on the other hand, takes on this potential “exploitation” in her work For Delia (2010), which was installed in the Smithsonian’s National Portrait Gallery as part of the 2013 Outwin Boochever Portrait Competition (fig. 13.5). The model for the photograph was Fancher herself, and she was also the photographer. Fancher’s work is part of an ongoing trend, noted in 2002 by Deborah Willis and Carla Williams, of “[a] growing number [of black female artists] . . . turning the camera on their own bodies.” Both Weems and artist Sasha Huber cast themselves in their work, employing their own bodies as characters in an image or a series, notably in Weems’s While Sitting upon the Ruins of Your Remains, I Pondered the Course of History (2016–17) and in Huber’s Rentyhorn Agassizhorn (2008–10), discussed later in this essay. Fancher’s work, though, differs not only because she acts as an identifiable historical figure, who is clearly someone other than herself, but also because she uses her own nudity as her costume.

The exploitation of black women’s partial or complete nudity has historical roots in both slavery—where they were scrutinized on auction blocks, raped in the households where they served, and acted as “wet nurses” to children not their own—and in eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century imagery, including photography. Delia and Drana are only two of the examples. Engaging with this history, Fancher’s practice is closer to that of artists like Renée Cox, Carla Williams, and Lorna Simpson, all of whom photograph their own nudity to assert their authority over their own bodies and to reclaim the power of the representation of black women’s bodies in general. Cox often creates visual parodies by posing nude as iconic figures, such as the Virgin Mary, Jesus Christ, and Sara Baartman; for *Venus Hottentot* (2000), made in collaboration with Lyle Ashton Harris, Cox posed, wearing prosthetic breasts and buttocks, as Baartman, the exploited “Hottentot” woman.

In performing the roles of historically subjugated women, these female photographers assume manifold identities in their work both in content and in process. As Weems has explained, “Through the act of performance, with our own bodies, we are allowed to experience and connect the historical past to the present—to the now, to the moment . . . we live the experience; we stand in the shadows of others and come to know firsthand what is often only imagined, lost, forgotten.”

Rather than calling *For Delia* a “self-portrait” or a “portrait of Delia,” Fancher tries to explore multiple personalities, as the photographer, the investigator, the indexical subject Delia, and the many other women Delia represents: “Who is the person in the picture? Most people ask me that and I can honestly say it’s not a self-portrait. It is me but I feel that that portrait embodies many different women. . . . I think it really gets to the heart of who Delia is. . . . I used myself as a tool to investigate who she was.”
While Gregg Hecimovich has unearthed more details about Delia’s life (discussed in chapter 2 of this volume), the question of who Delia was as an individual cannot be entirely answered. Is she crying, as Molly Rogers implies in her 2010 book entitled *Delia’s Tears*? Is she angry? Defiant? All of the above? Fancher looked into the faces of the individuals depicted in the daguerreotypes in the Peabody Museum Archives, where she was “struck by . . . [their] gaze, their stare transcending time.” But it was Delia’s portrait that affected her the most: “The gaze is what got me. She became a really important figure for me. I wanted her skin. I wanted every part of her being in that photograph, that daguerreotype to come over me. I really wanted to take on that subject, take on what I saw in the gaze.”

After ten years of mulling over how to work with Delia’s image, Fancher decided to make the portrait. She explains that, “Emotionally at that time I was just trying to understand my own body as a black woman, in America, my place as an African American woman.” Once she was ready, she undressed and covered herself with body paint and black latex. She set her camera, then the shutter release, and posed.

In that moment, I was sitting in front of the camera . . . in a studio. It was quiet. [I went] through the process of thinking how she looked at the camera and what was going on in my head, in her head. . . . I took four or five different frames, got the film processed. . . . Boom! There was that one. I finally got that look I think she would have had, I had. I had done that. I didn’t get it until then. That breath, that spirit came over me, the spirit. We were connected.

Fancher imagines Delia as facing her predicament with defiance because of the intensity of her gaze and employs additional means to recreate and redress Delia’s predicament. She tries to take on Delia’s burden, her “cultural trauma.” As Sarah Elizabeth Lewis discusses in this volume (chap. 11), Delia’s, Drana’s, Jack’s, and Renty’s states of undress, with their clothes visibly pulled down, is especially exploitative. As Lewis asserts, “The index of ownership that allowed this stripping and its attendant violence is what gives the Zealy daguerreotypes such tension.” In *For Delia*, Fancher, in fact, is not dressed; at least no pulled-away clothes are visible in the frame. Her hands cover the bottom of her breasts—in a way that Delia and Drana were not permitted to do—physically protecting them from the intense scrutiny the daguerreotypes allow. Her skin, shiny and artificially darkened, visually calls attention to itself and serves as a mask against the possibility of an effective scientific analysis of race through photography. Moreover, the blackness contrasts with the whiteness of her eyes, evoking the historical and horrible phenomenon of blackface performance. And thus, by recreating and intensifying the gaze in *For Delia*, Fancher refocuses Delia’s eyes to look right back, defiantly, at the viewer, restoring her power over her representation.
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Derivation

The Swiss Haitian performance artist Sasha Huber also redresses the history of the daguerreotypes, but she does so by focusing on Agassiz and by casting herself as a new personage in dramatic performances, which she documents and shows in art installations. On August 21, 2008, a helicopter circled over the cantons of Bern and Valais in the Swiss Alps bearing an unusual cargo. It hovered over a nearly 13,000-foot mountain peak known as Agassizhorn, named for the Swiss-born Agassiz. It landed, dropping off Huber, who was carrying a large aluminum plaque bearing the likeness of Renty. She planted the plaque and proclaimed that she was there to rename the peak Rentyhorn (fig. 13.6).

Huber’s project, which resulted in an installation at the Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma, in Helsinki, in 2008 and a book, called Rentyhorn Agassizhorn, was part of a larger campaign started by the political activist and teacher Hans Fässler to condemn Agassiz as a racist and to call attention to Switzerland’s role in the slave trade. As Fässler stated, “I must admit that the whole Agassizhorn thing might have started as a marketing tool for the French edition of my book on Swiss participation in slavery and the slave trade. . . . I founded the campaign whose name works so wonderfully in French: ‘Dé-montez Louis Agassiz’ implies both the dismantling of a heroic figure . . . and the demand to take his mountain away from him.”

Huber and Fässler submitted a request to rename the mountain to the government councils whose jurisdiction included Agassizhorn: the communes of Grindelwald, Guttannen, and Fieschertal; the cantons of Bern and Valais; and the executive board and advisory committee of the public trust responsible for UNESCO’s Jungfrau-Aletsch-Bietschhorn World Natural Heritage Area. They also contacted various Swiss CEOs and even the former UN secretary general Kofi Annan (whose staff submitted a polite but noncommittal response). In addition, the team launched an online international petition addressed to the Swiss government. By the end of 2010, however, the Swiss government had rejected the petition, along with a “compromise” of assigning the name Rentyhorn to an unnamed peak near Agassizhorn. The petition remains online, and Huber is still involved with an international campaign to remove Agassiz’s name from various streets, institutions, and peaks around the world, recently in New Zealand.

Huber’s and Weems’s works could hardly be more different formally. While Weems’s appropriation of the daguerreotypes resulted in powerful and meaningful images whether seen individually or as a series, Huber’s installation pieces derive their strength less from the resulting photographs themselves than from the dramatic act of making them and documenting that process. The material parts of Huber’s work are the plaque, which she then removed from the mountaintop “for the lack of permission and of reasons of environmental protection”; a portrait of Agassiz made of
shiny metal staples “shot into abandoned wood boards,” (fig. 13.7); an ink drawing of Renty in “traditional clothes”; and drafts of letters and petitions associated with the campaign.

The images of Renty on both the plaque and the ink drawing are deceptively simple. Agassiz sought to use the precision of photography to highlight Renty’s skin color, facial features, hair, and physique to “prove” his inferiority. Huber’s cartoonlike rendition of Renty blurs these clear external traits, disrupting and almost parodying Agassiz’s intentions. Additionally, by portraying Renty in formal African dress in the ink drawing, “Huber has disrupted the power relationship established by Agassiz and reimagines a past for Renty outside the dehumanizing effects of slavery. Huber’s decision to represent Renty in the formalized modes of traditional portraiture disrupts the idea of individual portraits as spaces retained for the rich and powerful.”

Huber continues to produce stapled portraits to a number of ends, some of which may seem contradictory. For Shooting Back: Reflections on Haitian Roots (2004), Huber created portraits of three infamous figures in Haitian history: Christopher Columbus, François Duvalier (Papa Doc), and his son Jean-Claude Duvalier (Baby Doc). The act of using an automatic
staple gun involved figuratively and noisily shooting the explorer and the dictators, who were backed against a wooden surface. The image of Agassiz in *Rentyhorn Agassizhorn* builds on this technique by creating a portrait of Agassiz, a portrait-producer himself, and contrasting it with Huber’s rendition of Renty. More recently, Huber has used staples in the ongoing series *Shooting Stars* (2014–), which, she states, “is dedicated to victims of gunshot assassinations and killing perpetrated for political, ethnic, hate crime, ideological or economic reasons.” Among the historical figures she includes are Mahatma Gandhi, Martin Luther King, Jr., and the recent shooting victims Trayvon Martin and Michael Brown, Jr. Rather than replicate the deliberate crudeness of her Duvalier, Columbus, and Agassiz portraits, for this latter project Huber stapled onto “larch wood and covered each one with leaf silver, making them reminiscent of religious icons.”

The art of Huber’s work in *Rentyhorn Agassizhorn*, however, lies less in the material pieces than in their combination with the performance of the helicopter ride and its video and photographic documentation for museum installations, online sites, and in the corresponding book, *Rentyhorn Agassizhorn* (fig. 13.8). Huber calls the act of placing the plaque on the mountaintop her “first intervention.” The video of that act casts the artist as a heroine, flying through the clouds to remedy the wrongs of Agassiz, and his supporters, by appropriating his images, his methodology,
his namesake, and his reputation. Huber has continued such interventions, including in Brazil, where she collaborated with historian Maria Helena P. T. Machado on installations and on the book (T)races of Louis Agassiz: Photography, Body and Science, Yesterday and Today, which challenges an 1860s photographic project conducted by Agassiz in Brazil.83

Resolution?

When Weems “stumbled across the Agassiz images,” her reaction was emotional: “I remember just looking at them over and over. And over.”84 In an essay about emotion and materiality in photographs, the visual anthropologist Elizabeth Edwards asserts that “photographs constitute one of the most emotionally intense classes of museum objects: they are not imprinted representation in abstract, but imprinted objects that are both representational and material.”85 Although photographs record a particular moment in history, they also call to mind images and ideas that may have originated before, during, or after the shutter snapped. Although Edwards was not talking about these photographs, she might as well have been.
When viewers discover the daguerreotypes personally, whether there is a
shock of recognition in the faces of Renty, Jem, Delia, Drana, Jack, Fassena,
and Alfred, or in the acts of Zealy or Agassiz, there is often a compulsion to
do something about them, whether it involves personal contemplation, writing,
or artistic transformation. There seems to be a drive verging between
heralding their existence and attempting to right the past wrongs in the act
of their original creation.86 As one daguerreotype viewer remarked, “I just
wanted to give them back their clothes.”87

More dramatically, Weems, Sobers, Fancher, and Huber wrest the
images out of their original cases and out of their home, where they are
tucked away, at the Peabody Museum. As they physically recreate, reframe,
resize, and rebrand them with new text, they both call attention to the
images’ original, inescapable meanings and generate new dialogues about
them by bridging the past and the present significance of these powerful
images. They do this in museums, galleries, books, lectures, petitions, and
cyberspace, figuratively—and literally, in the case of Huber—shouting from
a mountaintop.

As the images move from the rarified sphere of the anthropology
museum and farther into the digital world (fig. 13.9), they reach new view-
ers and have new opportunities for transformation, through which their
multiple narratives and complexity can be explored. Not all of these new
interpretations will be as carefully considered and skillfully executed as
those by Weems, Sobers, Fancher, and Huber, but the digital democratiza-
tion of the photographs will allow other new viewers to judge the merits of
the interpretations for themselves. There is a risk that the historical circum-
cstances, until now so tightly bound to the daguerreotypes, may become
untangled along the way and that the identities of Alfred, Delia, Drana,
Fassena, Jack, Jem, and Renty will be co-opted in completely new direc-
tions.88 One thing is certain, though: Elinor Reichlin was right. Agassiz’s
original purpose was thwarted the moment these images were taken.
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In John Akomfrah’s video installation *Vertigo Sea* at New York City’s New Museum (2015), unlabeled photographs of Delia, Renty, Jack, Drana, and Fassena were included to represent nameless victims of the Middle Passage. Publicity and news articles about the three-channel video installation also omitted references to their specific histories.
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